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ABSTRACT
We propose a learning-based filter that allows us to directly
modify a synthetic speech waveform into a natural speech
waveform. Speech-processing systems using a vocoder
framework such as statistical parametric speech synthesis
and voice conversion are convenient especially for a limited
number of data because it is possible to represent and process
interpretable acoustic features over a compact space, such as
the fundamental frequency (F0) and mel-cepstrum. However,
a well-known problem that leads to the quality degradation
of generated speech is an over-smoothing effect that elimi-
nates some detailed structure of generated/converted acoustic
features. To address this issue, we propose a synthetic-
to-natural speech waveform conversion technique that uses
cycle-consistent adversarial networks and which does not
require any explicit assumption about speech waveform in
adversarial learning. In contrast to current techniques, since
our modification is performed at the waveform level, we ex-
pect that the proposed method will also make it possible to
generate “vocoder-less” sounding speech even if the input
speech is synthesized using a vocoder framework. The ex-
perimental results demonstrate that our proposed method can
1) alleviate the over-smoothing effect of the acoustic features
despite the direct modification method used for the wave-
form and 2) greatly improve the naturalness of the generated
speech sounds.
Index Terms— Statistical parametric speech synthesis,
postfilter, deep neural network, generative adversarial net-
work, cycle-consistent adversarial network
1. INTRODUCTION
Speech processing systems such as statistical parametric
speech synthesis [1] and statistical voice conversion [2] are
well-known frameworks. These approaches using a vocoder
framework have a significant advantage, especially for a
limited number of data, because it is possible to represent
interpretable acoustic features over a compact space, such as
the fundamental frequency (F0) and mel-cepstrum, which are
lower dimensional acoustic features than a short-term Fourier
transform (STFT) spectrogram. Although these systems aim
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Fig. 1. Three major factors [3] that degrade the quality of syn-
thesized speech during statistical parametric speech synthesis
and general approaches to generating more natural sounding
speech by using post-processing. Our proposed framework is
assigned to a process b) which can address not only the over-
smoothing problem but also the vocoding error.
to produce speech with a quality indistinguishable from that
of clean and real speech, processed and synthesized speech
can usually be distinguished from natural speech. The real-
ization of synthetic-to-natural speech waveform conversion
provides significant benefit with many speech processing ap-
proaches, especially when using a vocoder framework. Three
major factors reported in [3] degrade the speech synthesized
by a statistical parametric speech synthesis technique: the
accuracy of acoustic models, over-smoothing, which elimi-
nates some detailed structure of generated/converted acoustic
features, and vocoding. In this paper, we focus on vocoding
and over-smoothing.
To address the over-smoothing effect, several techniques
for restoring the fine structure of natural speech over acoustic
features have been proposed [2, 4, 5]. These approaches, as
shown in Fig. 1 a), have achieved significant improvements as
regards the naturalness of synthesized speech in the respective
directions. However, heuristics approaches such as enhance-
ment of global variance [2] and modulation spectrum [4] are
unsuitable for covering all the negative factors. On the other
hand, although a learning-based postfilter [5] enables us to
restore not only the global variance and modulation spectrum
but also other factors that degrade the quality of synthesized
speech, it is still insufficient to generate natural speech be-
cause of the post filter needed not for the waveform but for
the heuristic acoustic features such as mel-cepstrum. Further-
more, all of these approaches suffer from vocoding error be-
cause of the use of the vocoder framework to synthesize the
speech waveform.
To avoid this limitation, an end-to-end speech enhance-
ment [6] method has been proposedwithin a generative adver-
sarial framework. As shown in Fig. 1 b), since the waveform
of the input speech was directly operated to obtain that of the
desired speech after the vocoding part, [6] has the potential to
address not only the over-smoothing effect but also the vocod-
ing error. Furthermore, the generative adversarial framework
does not require us to design any hand-crafted feature that cre-
ates a gap between natural speech and synthetic speech, in ad-
vance. In preliminary experiments, we found that this method
is unsuitable when the alignments 1 between the input wave-
form and the desired waveform are not perfect. For exam-
ple, the noise reduction of noisy speech simulated by adding
noise to the speech waveform recorded in an ideal environ-
ment succeeded because of the perfect alignment between the
simulated noisy speech and the clean source speech. How-
ever, the conversion of synthetic speech generated by text-to-
speech synthesis and voice conversion processing to natural
speech is not easy to achieve by applying this method because
of the alignment problem as mentioned above.
In this paper, we propose a learning-based filter that
allows us to convert a synthetic speech waveform into a
natural speech waveform using cycle-consistent adversarial
networks with a fully convolutional architecture. We adopt
cycle-consistent adversarial networks because they do not
require a dataset forcibly paired at the time frame level and
as the name implies, they are trained within the adversar-
ial learning. In contrast to [7] which is also inspired by
the cycle-consistent adversarial networks [8] to convert not
speech waveform but acoustic feature, since our modifica-
tion is performed at the waveform level, we expect that the
proposed method will make it possible to generate “vocoder-
less” sounding speech even if the input speech is synthesized
using a vocoder framework. Furthermore, we adopt a gated
convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture [9], which
is able to capture long- and short-term dependencies in the
speech waveform. The experimental results demonstrate that
our proposed method can 1) alleviate the over-smoothing
effect of the acoustic features despite the direct modification
method used for the waveform and 2) greatly improve the
naturalness of the generated speech sounds.
2. SEGAN: SPEECH ENHANCEMENT
GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORK
2.1. Generative Adversarial Networks
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [10] are generative
models consisting of two neural networks. One is a generator
1In this paper, we define alignment considering both the magnitude infor-
mation and the phase information of speech because we focus on modifying
the speech waveform rather than the acoustic features.
G that learns to convert a sample z from a prior distribution
P (z) to a target sample x from a distribution PData(x), which
is a sample from the training data. The generator aims to learn
a projection that can imitate the true feature distribution and
to generate samples related to the training data. The other is
a discriminator D that learns the boundary between imitated
features generated by the generatorG and true features picked
up from the training data.
The adversarial characteristic arises from the fact that the
discriminatorD tries to classify the instancesx obtained from
the true data distribution PData(x) as real and the candidates
G(z) produced by the generator G as fake, while the gener-
ator G tries to make the discriminator D classify those G(z)
as real. Through back-propagation, the generatorG becomes
able to generate better candidatesG(z) and the discriminator
D becomes able to distinguish the generated ones G(z) and
real data x. The objective function of the adversarial learning
is formulated as the following minimax game betweenG and
D,
min
G
max
D
Lgan(Gz→x, Dx)
= Ex∼PData(x) [logDx(x)]
+ Ez∼Pz(z)[log(1−Dx(Gz→x(z)))]. (1)
Although the GANs achieve state-of-the-art results in
a variety of generative tasks [11, 12], the difficulty of the
training is a well-known problem. For instance, the clas-
sic approach suffers from a vanishing gradient problem due
to the sigmoid cross-entropy loss used for training. Sev-
eral adversarial training techniques have been proposed to
overcome this difficulty. The least-squares GAN (LSGAN)
approach [13] stabilizes the training process by replacing
the cross-entropy loss shown in Eq. 1 with the least-squares
function as follows.
min
D
Llsgan(Dx) =
1
2
Ex∼PData(x) [(Dx(x)− 1)
2]
+
1
2
Ez∼Pz(z)[Dx(Gz→x(z))
2], (2)
min
G
Llsgan(Gz→x) =
1
2
Ez∼Pz(z)[(Dx(Gz→x(z))− 1)
2].
(3)
2.2. GANs for Speech Enhancement
To retain the linguistic information of speech samples, [6]
adopts a conditioned version GAN that has some extra infor-
mation inG andD to performmapping and classification. As
shown in Fig. 2, in the structure of the generator G, which is
similar to an auto-encoder, a noisy speech signal xn, which
is the input of the G network, is encoded as xc. After con-
catenating the random vector z with the encoded vector xc,
which is treated as a conditional vector, the decoding part of
theG network is performed as transposed convolutions (a.k.a.
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Fig. 2. Generator network for speech enhancement reported
in [6]. Structure is similar to an auto-encoder.
deconvolutions or fractionally strided convolutions) to obtain
the enhanced vector.
To achieve the generation of speech samples that are
closer to clean speech, a secondary component is added to the
loss of G. [6] adopts the L1 norm, as it has been proven to
be effective in the image manipulation domain [14, 15]. In
this way, they allow the adversarial component to add more
fine-grained and realistic results. A new hyper-parameter
λSEGAN controls the magnitude of the L1 norm. Finally, the
loss function of the generatorG becomes
min
G
Llsgan(Gxn,z→x)
=
1
2
Ez∼Pz(z),xn∼PData(xn)
[(Dx(Gxn,z→x(xn, z))− 1)
2]
+ λSEGAN||Gxn,z→x(xn, z)− x||1. (4)
3. SYNTHETIC-TO-NATURAL SPEECH
WAVEFORM CONVERSION USING
CYCLE-CONSISTENT ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS
3.1. Concept
In preliminary experiments, we found that SEGAN [6] could
not be easily applied to the conversion of a synthetic speech
waveform to a natural speech waveform. One possible rea-
son is that the misalignment caused by the different lengths
and generation processes of synthetic and natural speech
makes it difficult to ensure the operation of the bijective func-
tion in the generator G. Specifically, the phase information
of the speech waveform synthesized by using the vocoder
framework is very far from that of natural speech, even if
the magnitude information of the synthetic speech is close
to that of natural speech. We assume that these factors in-
duce “mode collapse”, which is a well-known problem when
training GANs, and the SEGAN does not guarantee that an
individual input and output are paired up in a meaningful
way. Generally speaking, all input speech signals map to the
same output speech signals and the optimization fails to make
progress [10].
To solve this problem, we focus on cycle-consistent ad-
versarial networks [8]. This approach has introduced a “cycle
consistent” property, which ensures return to the original
sample [16]. Mathematically, if we have a converter Gx→y
and another converter Gy→x, Gx→y and Gy→x should be
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Fig. 3. Training procedures of cycle-consistent adversarial
networks: a) Forward-inverse mapping to consider forward
cycle consistency and b) inverse-forwardmapping to consider
backward cycle consistency.
the inverse of each other, and both mappings should be bijec-
tions. We incorporate this property into SEGAN by training
the mapping functions Gx→y and Gy→x simultaneously
and adding a cycle consistency loss [17] that encourages
Gy→x(Gx→y(x)) ≈ x and Gx→y(Gy→x(y)) ≈ y. Com-
bining the cycle consistency loss with the adversarial losses
defines our full objective for a training procedure using per-
fect alignment.
Furthermore, we focus on a convolutional architecture
called a gated CNN. The gated CNN has recently been shown
to be powerful for modeling long-term sequential data. It
was originally introduced for language modeling and was
shown to outperform long short-term memory (LSTM) lan-
guage models trained in a similar setting [9]. We previously
applied a gated CNN architecture for acoustic feature se-
quence modeling, and its effectiveness has already been
confirmed [18, 19]. With a gated CNN, the output of a hid-
den layer of a network is described as a linear projection
modulated by an output gate. Similar to an LSTM [20] and
a gated recurrent unit (GRU) [21], the output gate controls
what information should be propagated through the hierarchy
of layers and allows the capture of long-term structures.
3.2. Cycle-Consistent Adversarial Networks
For each speech sample x, the speech waveform conversion
cycle shown in Fig. 3 a) constrains the samples x to return to
the original speech through a target domain corresponding to
the samples y, x → Gx→y(x) → Gy→x(Gx→y(x)) ≈ x.
This cycle consistency is called forward cycle consistency.
Similarly, as shown in Fig. 3 b), for each speech waveform y,
Gx→y and Gy→x are constrained by a backward cycle con-
sistency, y → Gy→x(y) → Gx→y(Gy→x(y)) ≈ y. There-
fore, these are described as the following cycle consistency
loss,
Lcyc = Ex∼PData(x) [||Gy→x(Gx→y(x))− x||1]
+ Ey∼PData(y) [||Gx→y(Gy→x(y))− y||1]. (5)
Finally, the objective function is
Lfull = Lgan(Gx→y, Dy) + Lgan(Gy→x, Dx)
+ λcycLcyc, (6)
where λcyc is a hyper parameter used to control the cycle con-
sistency loss.
3.3. Identity-Mapping Loss
Cycle consistency loss allows us to reduce the possible map-
ping functions by constraining a structure. However, in a
waveform modification task, the linguistic information is not
always preserved by incorporating only the cycle consistency
loss. The identity-mapping loss reported in [22] preserves
the compositions of the input samples and the converted sam-
ples. [8] has applied this approach to color preservation and
demonstrated its effectiveness. Note that the secondary com-
ponent of Eq. 4 is also identity-mapping loss. To encourage
the generators Gx→y and Gy→x to preserve linguistic infor-
mation, we also incorporate this property as follows.
Lid = Ex∼PData(x) [||Gy→x(x)− x||1]
+ Ey∼PData(y) [||Gx→y(y)− y||1]. (7)
In practice, the weighted loss λidLid with a hyper parameter
λid to control the identity-mapping loss is added to Eq. 6.
3.4. Sequential Modeling with Gated CNN
To capture long- and short-term dependencies in speech
waveforms, we use a gated CNN [9] to construct both the
generator and discriminator networks of the GAN. The gated
CNNs are CNNs equipped with gated linear units (GLUs)
as activation functions instead of the regular rectified linear
units (ReLUs) [23] or Tanh activations. The output of the
lth hidden layer of a gated CNN is described as a linear
projection H l−1 ∗ W l + bl modulated by an output gate
σ(H l−1 ∗ V l + cl)
H l = (H l−1 ∗W l + bl)⊗ σ(H l−1 ∗ V l + cl), (8)
where W l, V l, bl and cl are the network parameters to
be trained, σ is the sigmoid function and ⊗ indicates the
element-wise product. Similar to LSTMs, the output gate
multiplies each element of H l−1 ∗ W l + bl and controls
what information should be propagated through the hierarchy
of layers in a data-driven manner.
4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
4.1. Experimental Conditions
Datasets (Natural): We used a Japanese speech dataset con-
sisting of utterances by one professional female narrator. To
evaluate the performance, we used 30 sentences (speech sec-
tions of 5.3 minutes). To train the models, we used about
6,500 sentences for a baseline system and 400 sentences
(speech sections of 1.2 hours) for the conventional and pro-
posed methods. The sampling rate of the speech signals was
22.05 kHz. Audio samples can be accessed on our web page2.
Baseline system (Baseline): We used a DNN-based statisti-
cal parametric speech synthesis method [1] as the baseline.
From the speech data, 40 Mel-cepstral coefficients, loga-
rithmic F0, and 5-band aperiodicities were extracted every
5 ms with the STRAIGHT analysis system [24, 25]. The
contextual features used as the input were 506-dimensional
linguistic features including phonemes and mora positions.
The output consisted of 40 Mel-cepstral coefficients, log F0,
5-band aperiodicities, their delta and delta-delta features, and
a voiced/unvoiced binary value. The DNN architectures were
feed-forward networks including 5 hidden layers each with
1,024 units.
Conventional method (GANv): As a conventional approach,
we used a GAN-based postfilter [5] not for the speech wave-
form but for the acoustic features. The system setting was the
same as the reported setting, except for the excitation signals.
Although [5] used the excitation signals of natural speech,
we used the excitation signals generated by the vocoding for
evaluating all of the synthetic speech. We applied the conven-
tional method only to voiced segments.
Our proposed method (Proposed): We designed a network
based on recent success of image modeling [26]. Figure 4
shows the network architectures of our proposed model. The
network included downsampling layers, residual blocks [27],
and upsampling layers. We used instance normalization
(IN) [28], instead of batch normalization [29]. We used pixel
shuffler (PS) for upsampling where the effectiveness was
demonstrated in high-resolution image generation [26]. We
normalized the speech waveform to zero mean and unit vari-
ance using their training sets. To stabilize the training, we
used a least squares GAN [13]. We set λcyc at 10. To guide
the learning process, we set λid at 5 for the first 20k iterations
and linearly decay to 0 over the next 20k iterations. We opti-
mized the model parameters using the Adam optimizer [30]
with a mini-batch of size 32. The learning parameters α were
set at 0.0001 for discriminators and 0.0002 for generators.
We used the same learning rate for the first 250k iterations
and linearly decay to 0 over the next 250k iterations. The
other learning parameters of the Adam optimizer, β1 and β2,
were set at 0.5 and 0.99, respectively. Note that since the gen-
erators are fully convolutional, they can handle an arbitrary
length input.
2http://www.kecl.ntt.co.jp/people/tanaka.ko/
projects/s2n/s2n_speech_waveform_conversion.html
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Fig. 4. Network architectures of generator G and discriminator D. “Conv”, “GLU”, “IN”, “PS”, “FC”, and “Sigmoid” denote
convolution, instance normalization, gated linear unit, pixel shuffler, fully connected, and sigmoid layers, respectively. In an
input or output layer, w and c represent width and number of channels, respectively. In each convolutional layer, k, c, and s
denote kernel size, number of channels, and stride size, respectively.
4.2. Modulation Spectrum over Acoustic Features
To confirm the alleviation of the over-smoothing effect of the
acoustic features, we applied the conventional and proposed
methods to speech synthesized by the baseline system and ob-
tained modulation spectrums of mel-cepstrum sequences on
each system. Although the modulation spectrum is tradition-
ally defined as a value calculated using the Fourier transform
of the parameter sequence [31], this paper defines the modu-
lation spectrum as its logarithmic power spectrum. We used
8,192 FFT points.
The average modulation spectrums of the first 1k indices
for the 10th, 20th, 30th and 40th mel-cepstral coefficient se-
quences are shown in Fig. 5. We found that Baseline suffered
more from the over-smoothing effect than GANv and Nat-
ural. On the other hand, GANv and Proposed are close to
Natural. As with the GAN-based postfilter for the acous-
tic feature GANv, the result demonstrated that our proposed
method for the speech waveform Proposed successfully al-
leviated the over-smoothing effect caused by the statistical
parametric speech synthesis process.
4.3. Subjective Evaluation for Naturalness
We conducted a subjective 5-scale mean opinion score test re-
garding the naturalness of the generated speech. 10 listeners
participated and each listener evaluated 120 speech samples
(30 speech samples × 4 systems). We applied the conven-
tional and proposed methods to the same speech waveform
Baseline as in Sec. 4.2.
Figure 6 shows that our proposed method Proposed
achieved a significant improvement in terms of the natu-
ralness of the generated speech, compared with Baseline and
GANv. This result indicates that our approach is more effec-
tive than the use of postfilters for the acoustic features because
it is possible to address both the over-smoothing problem and
the vocoding error. Furthermore, with Proposed, the listeners
commented that the “buzzy” sound peculiar to vocoding was
sufficiently improved. However, there is still a gap between
Proposed and Natural. One possible reason for the gap is
the hoarse sound of Proposed. The listeners also advised
that Proposed was distinguishable from Natural because
Proposed sometimes had a “hoarse” sound.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, to realize a synthetic-to-natural speech filter, we
proposed a learning-based filter that allows us to convert a
synthetic speech waveform into a natural speech waveform
using cycle-consistent adversarial networks. Since our pro-
cess was applied after the synthesis part in statistical paramet-
ric speech synthesis, we expected that our approach would be
able to address not only the over-smoothing problem but also
the vocoding error. The experimental results demonstrated
that our proposed method 1) alleviated the over-smoothing
effect of the acoustic features despite the direct modification
method used for the waveform and 2) dramatically improved
the naturalness of the generated speech sounds. In the future,
we will further fill the gap between natural speech and syn-
thetic speech by considering the auditory property.
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